MTOS-68KF

FIRMWARE...for the designer looking for a Pre-Configured Real-Time Operating System for the 68000

Plain Vanilla Software in Object Form

MTOS-68K, the friendly multi-processor system for the 68000 micro has become even FRIENDLIER!

Available in E-Proms, MTOS-68KF is firmware which retains all the power of the original MTOS Executive and provides this excellent operating system in object form. MTOS-68KF is available for a variety of popular single board computers.

FIRMWARE WITH THE POWER, PERFORMANCE AND SIMPLICITY OF MTOS-68K... the leading real-time, multi-tasking, multi-processor operating system for the 68000.

It's no wonder that MTOS and MTOS firmware come from Industrial Programming. We have produced more real-time operating systems, for more microprocessors, for more years, than any other source in the industry.

These MULTI-TASKING OPERATING SYSTEMS are delivered in source form and sold under a liberal licensing policy which entitles the licensee to embed the object program in products without further charges.

- MTOS-86 for the 8086
- MTOS-86MP for the 8086
- MTOS-80MP for the 8080/85
- MTOS-80 for the 8080/85
- MTOS-68K for the 68000
- MTOS-68 for the 6800
- MTOS-69 for the 6809

Send For Our Brochure On Operating Systems
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